Peripheral multimodal monitoring of ANS changes related to epilepsy.
The goal of this study was to evaluate and summarize the current literature on multimodal changes of the autonomic nervous system (ANS) in people with epilepsy (PWE). We included studies reporting ANS measures of at least two modalities and with a minimum of one group of people with epilepsy. We screened two hundred eighty-three abstracts and sixty-six full texts, of which twenty-two met our inclusion criteria. Eleven studies reported ictal and interictal cardiac and respiratory changes. Three studies investigated the correlation between cardiac and respiratory markers, whereby two found no correlation and one showed a relation. Six studies evaluated electrodermal and cardiac parameters and showed effects on both ANS subsystems that jointly indicate a shift toward increased sympathetic activity for people with epilepsy during rest and during activity. Two studies assessed three modalities and reveal epilepsy-related alterations within the ANS. In summary, there is a growing interest in multimodal monitoring approaches, such as combining at least two ANS modalities, to describe epilepsy-related changes in ANS activity and to test for the potential to use ANS markers for seizure detection and prediction. Most studies report multiple unimodal analyses while only few studies analyzed multimodal patterns. Patterns of changes depend on the type of epilepsy and differ on an individual level; therefore, a multimodal approach might offer an approach to more individualized monitoring and, ultimately, management.